Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories
SL- Class

Wind. Road. Stars.

For many, the supreme driving experience is
defined by the wind in their hair, the road beneath
them, and the stars… in front of them.
The Mercedes-Benz Three-Pointed Star has always
pointed the way toward that elusive spot where
performance and luxury meet in a perfect pairing.
The SL-Class has long been the most revered roadster
under an open sky, combining truly breathtaking
sports car styling and truly awe-inspiring performance.
The SL-Class family epitomizes that union between
heritage and forward-thinking design and between
exhilarating driving and innovative amenities.
By blending the comforts and conveniences of Genuine
Mercedes-Benz Accessories with thrilling lines, legendary
engineering and an unequaled heritage of excellence,
the SL-Class achieves the rarest automotive experience –
one of pure performance and absolute luxury.
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Race inspired... luxury.

In Mercedes-Benz circles, there’s a famous story
that truly captures what we are all about.
Back in 1954, when racing legend Sir Stirling Moss
first drove for Mercedes-Benz, he emerged from
a test drive looking for a rag to wipe the dust from
his face. Instead he found a mechanic waiting with
a bowl of hot water, soap and a towel as a reward.
The point? That Mercedes-Benz, is, as it always has
been, about outstanding performance, born on
the track. But it is also about the luxurious touches
that you can find nowhere else.
Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories deliver
those touches that make your SL- Class a performance
vehicle unlike any other.
Think of them as your reward.

nash 18" 9-spoke wheel

[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 9]
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Accessory wheels are only for specified tire sizes and may require use
of wheel bolts other than those originally supplied with your vehicle.
Failure to use proper equipment could result in an accident or vehicle damage.
See your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for details and installation.
Not compatible with snow chains. Serious wheel and tire damage may occur
if the vehicle is operated on rough or damaged road surfaces or upon
encountering road debris or obstacles.

Nashira | 18" 5-Twin-Spoke Wheel, multi-piece
Finish: sterling silver
Wheel Size: 8.5 J x 18 ET 35 | Tire Size: 255 /40 R18
Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 9.5 J x 18 ET 40 | Tire Size: 285 /35 R18

8/ 9
Definitive styling that is definitely you
Chances are that the thrilling lines and inspired design first drew
you to the SL-Class. It is timeless, peerless… and can leave you absolutely
breathless. That definitive styling can be even more suited to your life
and tailored to your tastes when you enhance it with Genuine Mercedes-Benz
Appearance Accessories.
A choice of wheels can shout performance, they can whisper luxury,
or they can speak volumes about both just as the Mercedes-Benz roadster has
done since the earliest days.
Engineered to the highest standards, each accessory wheel and every
appearance accessory makes a statement… about Mercedes-Benz and
about you.

Alphard | 18" 5-Hole Wheel

Nash | 18" 9-Spoke Wheel

Finish: high-sheen polish

Finish: sterling silver

Wheel size: 8.5 J x 18 ET 35 | Tire size: 255 /40 R18

Wheel size: 8.5 J x 18 ET 35 | Tire size: 255 /40 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel size: 9.5 J x 18 ET 40 | Tire size: 285 /35 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel size: 9.5 J x 18 ET 40 | Tire size: 285 /35 R18
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Avior | 18" 5-Spoke Wheel

Lalande | 18" 5-Spoke Wheel

18" 5-Twin-Spoke Wheel

Finish: sterling silver

Finish: high-sheen polish

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel Size: 8.5 J x 18 ET 35 | Tire Size: 255 /40 R18

Wheel Size: 8.5 J x 18 ET 35 | Tire Size: 255 /40 R18

Wheel Size: 8.5 J x 18 ET 35 | Tire Size: 255 /40 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 9.5 J x 18 ET 40 | Tire Size: 285 /35 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 9.5 J x 18 ET 40 | Tire Size: 285 /35 R18

Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 9.5 J x 18 ET 40 | Tire Size: 285 /35 R18

Accessory wheels are only for specified tire
sizes and may require use of wheel bolts
other than those originally supplied with your
vehicle. Failure to use proper equipment
could result in an accident or vehicle damage.
See your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer
for details and installation.
Not compatible with snow chains. Serious wheel
and tire damage may occur if the vehicle is
operated on rough or damaged road surfaces or
upon encountering road debris or obstacles.

Wheel Hub Inserts

Tire Valve Stem Caps

Wheel Locks

Add an attractive ﬁnishing touch to your wheels with these inserts.
Three styles available:

A perfect finishing touch, these
chrome plated solid brass valve
stem caps dress-up any wheel.
Each a set of four. Available in
black, silver or AMG designs.

Chrome-plated wheel locks
can provide a subtle but effective
security touch to your SL-Class,
helping to protect your light alloy
wheels and tires from theft.

Classic Star & Laurel design in blue | Above left |
Titanium silver with chrome Three-Pointed Star | Above center |
Silver with chrome Three-Pointed Star | Above right |
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18" 10-Spoke Wheel

Mud Flaps

Finish: titanium silver

Designed to match the contours of the SL-Class, these durable formed
black plastic mud flaps will help protect your vehicle from loose
small road debris, rocks and salty road spray. Available in pairs for
the front and the rear. | Except for AMG models and models with
AMG bodystyling package |

Wheel Size: 8.5 J x 18 ET 35 | Tire Size: 255 /40 R18
Option for rear axle:
Wheel Size: 9.5 J x 18 ET 40 | Tire Size: 285 /35 R18
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License Plate Frames [B]
[B]

[A]

Choose from four quality stainless
steel designs in an assortment of durable
finishes to enhance the appearance
of your license plates without blocking
registration tags in all four corner
locations. Design styles include:
Mercedes-Benz frame, Slimline frame,
AMG Logo frame, and Star Marque
solid plate. Please see INDEX for finish
options for each design.

polished

black
powder coat

Trunk Handle [A]
black pearl

Made of stainless steel in polished or satin finish,
this handle attaches to the license plate to help
prevent fingerprints and reduce the possibility of
scratching the finish on your SL.

Wood & Leather Steering Wheel

satin

Add a touch of distinctive elegance to your
SL-Class with this steering wheel.
Made from durable richly-grained leather
and hand-burnished burl walnut wood.
Black, ash or stone leather available.
| Available as of June 2006 |

carbon
fiber

Chrome Exterior Mirror Housing

Chrome Door Handle Inserts

These matte chromed exterior mirror
housings perfectly complement the sparkling
range of coordinating exterior refinements.
| Comes in a set of two |

Help protect your finish from scratches
and show an added touch of style
with these chrome door handle inserts.
| Comes in a set of two |

12/13

Illuminated Door Sill Panels
Light up your SL in eye-catching style each
time you open the door with these luminous
white-colored “Mercedes-Benz” stainless steel
door sills. | Comes in a set of two |
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Interfaces for Hands-Free Communication System1

Enhances your in-vehicle experience.

Keeping you in touch.

Tradition, meet technology
Your SL- Class is living, breathing proof
that in a Mercedes-Benz, performance
and luxury go hand in hand, as do tradition
and technology.
In an SL- Class, race-bred performance doesn’t
have to be austere. Genuine Mercedes-Benz
Entertainment and Communication Accessories
combine the finest in Mercedes-Benz tradition
with the technology to keep you connected, to
maintain your busy lifestyle, and to help you
carry out your daily activities from the luxury
of your SL- Class.
When tradition and technology meet,
they breed a whole new way of thinking –
the Mercedes-Benz way… your way.

The Mercedes-Benz Hands-Free
Communication System offers
state-of-the art communications
technology with the engineering
expertise of Mercedes-Benz.
Unlike conventional systems, the
Hands-Free Communication System
seamlessly integrates into
your vehicle and is engineered by
Mercedes-Benz to provide optimum
reception and sound quality while
helping you keep your eyes on the
road and your hands on the wheel.
The Hands-Free Communication
System is available with a selection
of factory option package. And we
offer two ways to take advantage of
it based on your lifestyle and how
you use your mobile phone...

Interfaces for Hands-Free
Communication System

MHI Interface Cradle2

Bluetooth Interface Module2

With the Multi-Handset Interface
(MHI) Cradle, your phone is
stored securely out of the way, it
is continually charged so you
never have to worry about a depleted phone battery in the
car, and it links to an external
antenna to provide the best
possible reception when placing
or receiving a phone call.

With Bluetooth technology your
phone connects wirelessly with
the Hands-Free Communication
System. Bluetooth supports
hands-free audio and limited call
handling functions. Since the
phone is not connected in a cradle,
battery charging and use of an
external antenna are not possible.
However you can keep your
phone on your belt, in your purse…
wherever it’s convenient.

There are MHI Cradles available
to accommodate a selection of
popular mobile phones for most
major carriers.

CLICK

Navigation System
Tele Aid
CLICK

1 Always plug an approved phone into the cradle for use inside the vehicle or use the
approved Bluetooth interface. Otherwise operating a non-approved phone or radio transmitter
with its own attached or built-in antenna while the engine is running can interfere with
the vehicle’s electronic systems. For safety reasons, the driver should not use the cellular
phone while the vehicle is in motion. We encourage the driver to stop the vehicle in a
safe location before answering or placing a call. See your Mercedes-Benz dealer for current
handset availability.
2 MHI Interface Cradle and Bluetooth Interface Module are sold separately and offer one year/
unlimited mileage warranties.

Regardless of the option that you choose for
the Hands-Free Communication System, the
experts at Auto Wireless Solutions can help you
choose the right phone for your lifestyle and for
your SL. For a current list of compatible phone
models, visit AWS at www.Wireless4MB.com or
call Auto Wireless Solutions at 1-800-226-7746
to speak to an advisor.

Mercedes-Benz Navigation System3
The world is changing every day.
16/17
The Mercedes-Benz Navigation System is an in-dash
unit that combines Global Positioning System (GPS)
technology with detailed electronic maps to allow you
to plan trips, navigate detours and help avoid getting
lost. (Vehicle location is determined by the GPS
system.)
The system covers more than 4.6 million miles of
navigable roads in the 48 contiguous United States,
plus Hawaii and Canada.
The Navigation System also offers 1.6 million Points
of Interest in 40 categories including ATMs, hospitals,
hotels, airports, museums and more.

NavUpdate Data
Your Mercedes-Benz Navigation System relies upon a detailed electronic
map to guide you to your destinations and help you find the services and
attractions that you need and want in your daily life.
But things are constantly changing out there. Roads are added or diverted,
restaurants open and close, hotels and hospitals are built, ATMs move. In fact,
as much as 20 percent of the navigation data is updated every year. That is
why Mercedes-Benz offers updated navigation data disks to help ensure that
you always have current navigation information. Call 1-800-FOR-MERCEDES
or see your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for details.
3 Navigation system data represents the 48 contiguous United States, plus Hawaii and Canada.
Directional assistance provided only when GPS coverage is available. Maps do not cover all
areas nor all routes within an area. While the navigation system provides directional assistance,
the driver must remain focused on safe driving behavior, including paying attention to traffic
and street signs. The driver should utilize the system’s audio cues while driving and should only
consult the map or verbal displays once the vehicle has been stopped in a safe place.
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Tele Aid 4
There at the touch of a button.

Mercedes-Benz doesn’t think that you
should have to face any of life’s
surprises – big or little – alone. That’s
why we’ve included Tele Aid as
standard equipment in every SL- Class.
Tele Aid can serve as your lifeline, your
co-pilot, even your full-time personal
assistant.
Tele Aid is a collection of services designed
to keep you connected when you are in
your vehicle. Tele Aid puts a variety of services at your fingertips with three simple
buttons: SOS, the Wrench Button, and the
i-Button. Touch one and you can contact
a Tele Aid Response Specialist who is ready
to assist in every way.

Tele Aid Security & Care 4
Now, Tele Aid Security & Care
enhances your sense of security
by providing:
Emergency notification services
Roadside Assistance
Remote Door Unlock

When you subscribe, you can choose
between Tele Aid Security & Care, a package
that brings an extra measure of security
and peace of mind to your travels, or Tele
Aid Luxury & Convenience, an additional
premium package that offers you a genuine
sense of ease and comfort that you’ve
come to expect from Mercedes-Benz.

Stolen Vehicle Recovery
Anti-Theft Alarm Notification

With an active Tele Aid subscription, you
may be eligible for a discount from your
insurance provider.5

4 Tele Aid equipment is standard on many Mercedes-Benz vehicles. See your dealer for details. The first year’s basic
Tele Aid Security & Care package is provided at no additional cost. Subscription and acquaintance call required for
system to be active. Service operates only where cellular and Global Positioning Satellite system coverage is available.
See your dealer for details. Owner must authorize vehicle tracking by providing passcode and a valid stolen vehicle police
report number. PIN code required to activate Remote Door Unlock.

Tele Aid
Choose the Tele Aid package that fits your lifestyle:

Personal Concierge acts as your
personal assistant on the road,
fulfilling your requests for nearly
“anything, anytime, anywhere”…
at the touch of a button. You can
also use the Online Concierge,
which allows you to access your
Personal Concierge via your
computer or even your PDA, from
anywhere you have Internet access.

18/19

SOS Button

Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience 6
The Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience
package builds on the services of
Tele Aid Security & Care and adds
access to premium services that
enhance your in-vehicle experience.

Tele Aid 4 puts a variety of services
at system subscriber’s fingertips
with three simple buttons: SOS, the
Wrench Button, and the i-Button.

Enhanced Traffic Information
provides full metro traffic reports
within 30 miles of your location,
metro street traffic, programmable
radius traffic, details on traffic
conditions along your route and
more.7
Route Assistance connects you to
a trained specialist who has the
resources to locate and help you to
get to your destination.

In case of an emergency, push
the SOS Button for a Tele Aid
Response Specialist who can notify
police, paramedics, or other
emergency personnel of your vehicle’s
location. SOS is automatically
triggered in the event of an airbag
or seat belt emergency tensioning
device deployment.
Wrench Button
If you need Mercedes-Benz
Roadside Assistance, push
the Wrench Button. Service
personnel will help you identify
the trouble and, if necessary,
dispatch Roadside Assistance.

i-Button
Push the i-Button to contact
the Customer Assistance Center
or to be connected to your
preferred Mercedes-Benz dealer.
You can also reach the
Concierge Service and receive
Route Assistance and Traffic
Information.6

5 Many insurance carriers offer comprehensive premium reduction for Mercedes-Benz vehicles with
an active Tele Aid subscription. Check with your insurance carrier to see if you qualify for an insurance
premium discount. Rates and eligibility may vary.
6 Concierge service available only in Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience package. Traffic Information and
Route Assistance use is included as part of Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience package at no additional cost,
and are available at an additional per use charge when used with Tele Aid Security & Care package.

7 Traffic information is available in over 100 cities and is based on available broadcast
data and is not available in all areas. Reports provided based on your vehicle’s current
location (within a pre-defined radius) or along any of up to five regular commutes that you
program at the Tele Aid website. Route Assistance is limited to available digitized map
data which does not include all areas or routes within area.
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Dust Cover [ P. 22]
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utility & care

Great works of art are meant to be enjoyed…
Like all great artwork, you might be tempted to preserve your SL-Class
under glass or behind velvet ropes. But the SL-Class demands to be
driven and appreciated.
Mercedes-Benz offers a full complement of accessories to keep your SL-Class
pristine as you enjoy its stunning performance and to make it as functional as
it is beautiful. Not aftermarket or afterthought, these Genuine Mercedes-Benz
Utility and Care Accessories are specifically designed to match your vehicle and
maintain the Mercedes-Benz level of quality.
Thrilling lines are not limited to canvas nor exhilarating motion to film.
As classic as the Mona Lisa or Citizen Kane, your SL-Class is worthy of care
that only Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories can give.

Storage Bag
Store and protect your wind screen in this
convenient and practical bag when not used.
Custom designed to fit the measurements
of the wind screen. Made out of durable, waterresistant material.

Car Cover

Dust Cover

Sheepskin Seat Covers

This UV-resistant 3-layer cover helps protect the finish
of your SL-Class from the elements. Made from breathable Noah® fabric, it combines an excellent fit with durable
construction. Lock and cable available separately.

Protects your vehicle from dust, dirt and scratches in enclosed spaces
such as garages. The outside of the cover is made from breathable,
hardwearing synthetic material and the inside from a soft flannel-style
fabric. The Mercedes-Benz star on the hood and the pale silver color
ensure your Mercedes-Benz has a refined look, even when covered.

Cool in the summer and warm in the winter,
these sheepskin seat covers are tailored
to the front seat to provide an excellent fit
and long-term comfort. Set of two. Available
in black, beige or grey.

22/23

UVS-100TM Sunshade
Think of it as SPF 100 for your dashboard. Helps prevent
sun damage to the interior while keeping the inside
cooler. Practical and durable. Made of reflective fabric
laminated to a foam core.

utility & care

Anti-Slip Mat

Cargo Area Tray

Prevents slipping of the items placed in
the trunk. Tailored to fit dimensions of the
cargo area. Made of oil resistant polyester.

Protect the floor of your trunk with this durable,
easy-to-clean plastic insert with 2" sides. Formed
to fit the trunk of the SL-Class.

All-Season Floor Mat Set

Battery Trickle Charger

Collapsible Shopping Crate

Nets, Floor/Side /Rear

These custom-designed rubber floor mats are a
great way to keep the carpet in your SL- Class in
top condition. Deep channels trap water, mud and
melting snow. Easy to clean. Two mats per set.
Available in black, beige or grey.

For those extended periods
when your SL-Class will not be
used, this charging device will
help ensure that your battery is
fully energized when you need it.

Make your next trip to the market more
convenient with this collapsible
shopping crate. To save space, it folds
flat when not in use.
Dimensions folded: 2 x 13 x 18".

Versatile and convenient, these strong
and durable nylon nets help you
to more safely secure objects in your
trunk compartment.

Mercedes-Benz Car Care
Maintain and protect your investment.
24/25
Car Care Kit
Cleans, restores and protects. Includes seven
specialty products, 3.5-gallon bucket with convenient
mesh pocket skirt for storage, car care manual
and two reusable applicator pads. Products: Leather
Seat Care, Interior Care, Quick Wipe, Paint
Cleaner, Paint Care, Car Shampoo and Wheel Care;
all formulated for Mercedes-Benz by Meguiar’s.

Wheel & Tire Care Kit
Keeps wheels and tires looking their best. Includes
our richly formulated Tire Care gel for long-term
prevention of tire discoloration and dulling, plus our
high-performance Wheel Care formula to help
dissolve brake dust and road grime. Equipped with
an ergonomically designed wheel brush to reach
hard-to-clean areas without scratching painted surfaces. Stows together in a durable, zippered case.
Leather Chamois
Soft, pliable and absorbent leather to gently wipe
away water without leaving streaks or water marks
on your SL-Class.
Sheepskin Washmitt
Thick, 100% Merino wool pile helps apply car
shampoo, capture dirt and grime, and reduce paint
surface scratches. Large shape and elasticized
wrist comfortably accommodate all hand sizes.

utility & care
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Executive Fountain Pen [ P. 28]
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SL Luggage
Large capacity bag, custom-designed to fit perfectly
on the rear shelf of the SL-Class. Roomy main compartment
features dual zippers for easy access and two interior
zip pockets. For a sleeker line, the zip collar extends beyond
the end of the bag and magnetically fastens to the sides.
Leather/nylon. 32" x 13" x 12"

Burl Wood Key Ring

Executive Fountain Pen

This key ring is so classic and refined, you might not want to
hand it to the valet. Three-pointed star logo is framed
in a polished, enameled burl wood finish. Spring-loaded
pull ring makes it easy to detach and attach keys.

The Mercedes-Benz style has always been your style… Now it
can be your signature with this gleaming .925 sterling silver
pen trimmed in nappa leather. The Mercedes-Benz star logo
engraved on the cap. Blue ink. Arrives in a custom gift box.

To place an order contact 1-800-367-6372, see your authorized
Mercedes-Benz dealer or visit us at www.mbusa.com
28/29
Gunmetal Watch
Sporty styling can be ultimately
luxurious. This satin stainless
steel watch for men and women
feature matte grey dials and
the Mercedes-Benz logo engraved
on the back. Hardened, convex
mineral crystal. Date feature. Waterresistant to 165 feet. Each arrives
in a gift box.

Mercedes-Benz doesn’t end at the track…
or at the driveway
As Stirling Moss and so many others have
discovered, Mercedes-Benz is much more than a car.
It is a distinctive style, a unique perspective,
and a extraordinary way of traveling through life.
It is quality and sophistication you can experience
outside of your car as easily as in it.
The Mercedes-Benz Lifestyle Collection is a group
of products for your journeys along the vistas of life.
It offers a variety of items that accessorize your
lifestyle with a distinctive Mercedes-Benz flair.

Pedal and Electric Car

Bonded Nylon Jacket

Who wants to wait for adulthood for their first Mercedes-Benz? These fun
pedal and electric cars feature high-quality plastic bodies over durable
metal frames. Detailed with stickers that replicate genuine Mercedes-Benz
dashboards and accessory “alloy” wheels. Side view mirrors, horn, adjustable seat. 49" long. Some assembly required. Recommended for ages 3 to 7.

A fast car and a black jacket... certain things are meant to go together. Metal logo
tag on the back yoke and the Mercedes-Benz logo engraved on the zipper pulls.
Men’s traditional style jacket has two slanted zippered pockets outside and two
inside pockets. Women’s thigh-length jacket has a two way exposed zipper that
zips to the top of the collar. Men’s sizes S – XXL. Women’s sizes XS – XL.

lifestyle
collection
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1) Finish: high-sheen polish
2) Finish: sterling silver
3) Finish: titanium silver
4) Available as of June 2006.

B6 647 4260
B6 647 4341
B6 647 1673

B6 647 4060
B6 647 4041
B6 647 4336
B6 647 4346
B6 688 1240
B6 688 1203
B6 689 0127
B6 689 0137
B6 689 0138

BQ 688 0099
BQ 688 0091
BQ 688 0087
BQ 688 0059
BQ 688 0058
BQ 688 0090
BQ 688 0088
BQ 688 0086
BQ 688 0100
BQ 688 0092
BQ 688 0007
BQ 688 0005
BQ 688 0101

Accessory Light Alloy Wheels :
Alphard 18" 5-Hole Wheel1
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 35, Tire Size 255 /40 R18)
Nash 18" 9-Spoke Wheel2
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 35, Tire Size: 255 /40 R18)
Nashira 18" 5-Twin-Spoke Wheel2, multi-piece
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 35, Tire Size: 255 /40 R18)
Factory Standard and Optional Wheels:
Avior 18" 5-Spoke Wheel2
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 35, Tire Size: 255 /40 R18)
Lalande 18" 5-Spoke Wheel1
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 35, Tire Size: 255 /40 R18)
18" 5-Twin-Spoke Wheel3
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 35, Tire Size: 255 /40 R18)
18" 10-Spoke Wheel3
(Wheel Size: 8.5J x 18 ET 35, Tire Size: 255 /40 R18)
Chrome Door Handle Inserts ( Set of 2)
Chrome Exterior Mirror Housing ( Set of 2)
Illuminated Door Sill Panels
Stainless steel/Black (Set of 2)
Illuminated Door Sill Panels
Stainless steel/Beige (Set of 2)
Illuminated Door Sill Panels
Stainless steel/Grey (Set of 2)
License Plate Frames:
AMG Frame (Carbon fiber faux stainless steel)
AMG Frame (Black pearl stainless steel)
AMG Frame (Polished stainless steel)
Marque Plate with Star logo (Black powder coat stainless steel)
Marque Plate with Star logo (Polished stainless steel)
Mercedes-Benz Frame (Black pearl stainless steel)
Mercedes-Benz Frame (Black powder coat stainless steel)
Mercedes-Benz Frame (Polished stainless steel)
Mercedes-Benz Frame (Satin stainless steel)
Slimline Frame (Black pearl stainless steel)
Slimline Frame (Black powder coat stainless steel)
Slimline Frame (Polished stainless steel)
Slimline Frame (Satin stainless steel)

9
9
8

B6 787 5839
see dealer
see dealer
BQ 646 0204
see dealer
see dealer

Bluetooth Interface Module
Hands-Free Communication System
MHI Interface Cradle
Navigation DVD
Tele Aid Security & Care
Tele Aid Luxury & Convenience

16
16
16
17
18
19

10
10
10
11
12
12
13
13
13

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

B6 652 8213
B6 652 8212
BQ 640 8122
BQ 688 0057
BQ 640 8125
BQ 675 0004
B6 647 0120
B6 647 0206
B6 647 0203
B6 647 0144
B6 626 8474
B6 626 8475
B6 627 0912

appearance (continued)
Mud Flaps ( Black, Front, Set of 2)
Mud Flaps ( Black, Rear, Set of 2)
Tire Valve Stem Caps ( Black)
Tire Valve Stem Caps ( Silver)
Tire Valve Stem Caps ( AMG)
Trunk Handle (Chrome)
Wheel Hub Insert ( Blue)
Wheel Hub Insert ( Silver)
Wheel Hub Insert ( Titanium Silver)
Wheel Locks for Aluminium Wheels (18" and larger)
Wood & Leather Steering Wheel4 – Burl Walnut/Black
Wood & Leather Steering Wheel4 – Burl Walnut/Stone
Wood & Leather Steering Wheel4 – Burl Walnut/Ash

11
11
10
10
10
12
10
10
10
10
12
12
12
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All-Season Floor Mat Set (Black, Set of 2)
All-Season Floor Mat Set (Beige, Set of 2)

24

B6 668 0250
B6 668 0251

All-Season Floor Mat Set (Grey, Set of 2)

24

B6 768 0028

Anti-Slip Mat

24

B6 754 2024

Battery Trickle Charger

24

BQ 698 0011

Car Care Kit

25

BQ 660 0068

Car Cover

22

B6 664 8053

Cargo Area Tray

24

B6 647 0995

Collapsible Shopping Crate

24

B6 688 5008

Dust Cover

22

BQ 600 0010

Leather Chamois

25

B6 766 0068

Net, Floor

24

B6 766 0067

Net, Rear

24

B6 766 0069

Net, Side

24

BQ 691 0197

22

BQ 668 0250

Sheepskin Seat Cover ( Black, Set of 2)
Sheepskin Seat Cover ( Beige, Set of 2)

BQ 691 0195

Sheepskin Seat Cover ( Grey, Set of 2)

22

BQ 600 0005

25

B6 781 2015

Sheepskin Washmitt
Storage Bag ( for wind screen)

BQ 667 0021

UVS-100TM Sunshade

23

BQ 698 0009

Wheel & Tire Care Kit

25

B6 668 0249

24

A950 999 3109
A961 999 3024
A961 999 2923
B6 606 0004
B6 606 0033
B6 606 0034
B6 695 4241
B6 696 1256
B6 696 1255
B6 696 1236

Burl Wood Key Ring
Bonded Nylon Jacket (Men’s Sizes: S – XXL)
Bonded Nylon Jacket (Women’s Sizes: XS – XL)
Executive Fountain Pen
Gunmetal Watch (Men)
Gunmetal Watch (Women)
SL Luggage
SL Pedal Car – Red
SL Pedal Car – Silver
SL Electric Car – Red
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Unsecured cargo can become hazardous in a collision. Always secure cargo using the
floor-mounted tie-down hooks. Cargo nets and organizers are not intended to prevent objects
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stop. Always drive with caution when driving with cargo.
Certain accessories may require additional components to complete the installation in
your vehicle. Please consult your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for specific information
about automotive accessories.
Call 1-800-FOR-MERCEDES to obtain the Lifestyle Collection personal accessories catalog,
or visit thecollection.MBUSA.com to shop online.
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